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Abstract.

It is shown that the iteration of two maximal functions is essentially no

larger than the inner maximal function.

1. For a measurable

/: R" ->Rwe

let Xf(y) = |{x: |/(x)|

> y}\, y > 0, and

define

' r\f(yy/pd(y«))l/\

l<i<oo,

mi = r °

;

sup yc\f(y)

p,

q = oo.

r>0

This is the familiar Lorentz space L(p,q) "norm" of / [4] written in terms of the
distribution function \f rather than the nonincreasing rearrangement of /. It is well

known [4] that \\f\\^p = \\f\\p, the L'-norm of /, \\f\\p^ < \\f\\p^, q2 > qx, and
11/ + &\\pq < 2(||/||

+ llgll^^). This paper is concerned with maximal operators of

the form

, .=

MP,J(X)

11/xcuL«,

SUP -

«fl

\Q\l/P

'

where .the sup is extended over all cubes Q with x e Q. In particular, we will study
iterations M Mr¡sf and we will obtain inequalities of the type Mp qMrsf(x)
<
CMr J(x) under certain restrictions on the indices. Special cases of this have been
studied extensively. For example, Coifman and Rochberg [3] proved MMrf < CMrf,
1 < r < oo, where M = M1V the usual Hardy-Littlewood maximal function, and
Mr = Mrr, thus showing that Mr/e Ax, Muckenhoupt's
weight class Ax [6]. More
recently, Bruna and Korenblum [1, 2] have established MlaoMf(x) < CMf(x), and
among other results, used this to show that Mlg0T*f < C(T*f + Mf), where T* is
the maximal Calderon-Zygmund singular integral operator.
The operator Mp has also been studied by Stein [7] who for q < p established

the weak-type inequality |{x: Mpqf(x)>y}\^C(\\f\\pq/y)p.

A slightly more

general result of this kind can also be found in [5].
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2. We will restrict ourselves to dyadic maximal functions, and at the end of this
paper we will make a remark about the nondyadic case.
Let A be the collection of dyadic cubes Q in R" (see [8]), and define M f(x) =
Mp f(x) as before except that the sup is taken over all Q G A with x G Q.
Theorem 1. Let'l < p < r < oo, 1 < s < r, and 1 < q < oo. Then Mp qMr J(x)
< CMrJ(x),
x G R", where C = 2l/q(p/(r
- p))p/rq.

Proof. Fix x0 g R", and let t < MpgMrJ(x0).
such that

"< ^/;
We will estimate

w,w^>

both

integrals.

Then there exists x0 g Q g A

- ^(/;

Since

+/;).

X(M f).x (y) < \Q\, the first integral

V/\Q\q/p)JoA< ^?To estimate

the second integral, let E = {x: Mrsf(x)

Qj^ A, Q,n Qr

> y}. Then EY = \JQ¡,

0,i*j,md

'«¿puv<')"'"<''))
■
Hence

\EynQ\

j_

lÔl

lei

Ele, n ei

Since we deal with the dyadic case, if QJ■n Q # 0, then either Qj c g or (2, D ÔIn the second case let Q = £>, without decreasing \Er n ÔI/IÔI- Thus we may
suppose that EyC\Q = Ue ^qQj, and hence, since
1 / roo

.

\ rA

lßyl<7UW> d('*>)■
we get

/i

i/r

7 /„ ?W«>
1 í /■<»

/

d(ts)\

(since r > s)

) r/i

4 í W')iA^) •
y

\Jq

From this we obtain

A<m„J)x„(>')

lei

|£vnß|

¡ei

l

1/r»

lei r wo

< 77*C/(*o)r-
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Up to here we only used the restriction r ^ s. Since r > p we get

A-f
\Q\

< MrJ(x,rr/pqr y^-^^dy = M^/W'-t-A'-"".
A

A

r

P

We combine the two estimates and obtain

T" < A" + JJrp-Mr.sf{Xo)qr/PAq~',r/PIf we choose

A so that

Mr%sf(x0Xp/(r

- p))p/qr,

the two terms on the right are equal, i.e.,
we obtain

A =

t" < 2Aq or r < 2l/qA, and the proof

is

complete.
3. This paragraph is concerned with the case q = oo of Theorem 1.

Theorem
x g R".

2. Let 1 < p < r < oo, 1 < s < r. Then MpxMrJ(x)

< Mr J(x),

Proof. If r > p, we get from Theorem 1 that
Mp,xMrJ(x)

< Mp,qMrJ(x)

< cqMrJ(x)

for q < oo, where cq = 2l/q(p/(r
—p))p/rq. Hence c -* 1 as q -» oo, and this is
the r > p case of the theorem.
We assume now r = p. Fix x0 g R" and let t < MpocMp sf(x0). Then there is

Q g A, x0 G Q, and there is y-> 0 such that
7<—xj-Pyx^rj)XQ{y)l/p-

As in Theorem 1, \MpJ)XQ(y)AQ\ < (V/)Wp.s/(^o)^
Cor'ollary
x G R".

and hence t < MpJ(x0).

1. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2, Mp xMr J(x)

= Mr J(x)

a.e.

Proof. At every point x of approximate continuity of a nonnegative measurable
function <i>,Mp x4>(x) > <i>(x).
Remarks, (i) The restriction r > /? in Theorem 2 is necessary. As an example, let
/(x) = x"2/3X[o,i](*), and let r = i = 1, p = 2, <7= oo. For 0 < x < 1, Mf(x) ~
f(x), M = Mn, but the L(2, oo) norm of/ is infinite.
(ii) The restriction /- ^ s is also necessary. An example for p = r = 1, q = s = oo
can be found in [1].
4. We will now study the nondyadic version of the above results, and see that they
are still valid with an additional constant depending upon n. However, one cannot
expect an equality as in Corollary 1.
We retain the same notation as before and let Mp qf(x) be the above maximal
function where the sup is now extended over all cubes Q with x ^ Q.
Theorem
< cMr sf(x),

3. // 1 </? < r < oo, 1 < s < r, and 1 ^ q < oo, then MpqMrJ(x)
x G R", where c depends only upon n, r, p, q.
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Proof. Fix x0 g R", and let t < M qMr sf(xQ). As in the proof of Theorem 1,
there is x0 G Q such that

and again (\/\Q\q/p)¡¿

< Aq.

We now use a familiar technique [3] and break up / as /, = fxioSince MrJ(x)

< 2(MrJx(x)

+ Mrsf2(x)),

fi = /Xr"\2c?-

we see that

Hence the integral /J° is majorized by two integrals, one with /,, the other with f2.
For the integral with fx, let Ev = {x: Mrsfx(x) > y). Then there is a disjoint
collection

of cubes {Ô/} such that \Er\ < c„Y.\Qj\ and

>< (i/lß/A)(jf

H^Y/rd{t>))1/s.

As in the proof of Theorem 1,

From this we get that

<jrMrj(x0y.

The integral /" A(W , } (y/A)q/pd(yq)
Mrs/2

is essentially

constant

c ' 5"/''. If Ev = {x: MrJ2(x)

is easily disposed of. First we note that

on Q, i.e., cMr J2(x0)

> Mr J2(x),

x G Q, with

> y}, then

|£,.ne|<|{xGg:cMr,/(x0)^^|<c1g|(M'-Jv(Xo))r.
Hence again

7£iX(M,,h)xQ(y) <JrMrJ(xQ)''.
The proof can now be completed as in Theorem 1.
Corollary

2. // 1 < r < oo and 1 < s < r, ?/¡e« Mr s/ g ,4^.

Proof. This follows from Theorem 4 with p = q = \.
Corollary

3. With the same hypothesis as Theorem 3, MpqMrJ

Proof. If M = Mu, then MMp^qMrJ < CxMMrJ^
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